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ABSTRACT

Two methods of assessing the acoustic modelling
of an automatic speech recognition system are pre-
sented. The �rst is objective, and is based on deter-
mination of the phone substitution matrix. For this, a
generalized alignment procedure is introduced, which
leads to better results.

The second method is subjective. Hypothesis
words, as segmented by the recognizer, are evaluated
by test subjects on their validity. Without additional
context, humans accept about half of the false alarms
found by a word spotter.

INTRODUCTION

CONTINUOUS speech recognition systems are
generally evaluated in terms of the word error

rate. This performance measure expresses the acous-
tic modelling quality, the quality of the search, and
the choice of vocabulary and language model.

For diagnostic reasons it is interesting to be able
to separate the di�erent factors that determine the
performance. For an n-gram language model, it has
been shown that the language model perplexity, as
measured by the test sentences, is a good predictor
for the word error rate [1]. Evaluation of the acoustic
part of the recognition system can be achieved by
con�guring the system as a sub-word unit recognizer,
e.g., a phone recognizer. The subsequent Phone Error
Rate (PER) gives an overall measure for the acoustic
modelling quality.

More diagnostic information can be obtained
from the phone confusion matrix. For a continuous
system, however, arbitrary alignment decisions intro-
duce incorrect confusion counts.

Even with almost perfect acoustic modelling, the
search problem for word recognition is so complex
that concessions have to be made that can lead to
errors. Algorithms for searching the hypothesis space
have been a topic in speech recognition research in the
last years [2, 3]. From the hypothesis transcription
of a continuous word recognition system alone, it is
diÆcult to separate the quality of acoustic modelling
and decoding strategy.

In this paper, we present two methods that may
lead to a better understanding of the acoustic mod-
elling performance of a speech recognition system:

(a) A generalized alignment algorithm, that leads to
better interpretation of a phone-confusion ma-
trix,

(b) A subjective assessment of recognized words,
based on the segmentation made by the recog-
nition system.

Both approaches have been tested with the Ab-
bot large vocabulary speech recognition system [4],
trained for the Dutch language using a read speech
database.

GENERALIZED ALIGNMENT

The standard method of evaluation of a continuous
speech recognition system is to determine the word
error rate. The recognizer's hypothesis word string
is then compared to the reference transcription, a
human-made transcription of the speech. Because a
recognizer can produce locally more or fewer words
than the reference transcription, the transcriptions
have to be aligned. Traditionally, a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm is used to �nd the mapping be-
tween reference and hypothesis words. The mapping
allows omissions in either word sequence, resulting in
deletions or insertions. The dynamic programming
algorithm minimizes a cost function, which is zero if
reference and hypothesis words match, and has posi-
tive values Ci, Cd and Cs for insertions, deletions and
substitutions, respectively.

This algorithm can be applied equally well to a
phone recognition system. For the determination of
the phone error rate, it is not important to know what
the exact mapping between reference and hypothesis
phones is, because the total number of errors is inde-
pendent of the detailed mapping. In a phone recog-
nition system, however, it can be of interest to see
what type of confusions are made, in order get more
diagnostic information about the acoustical part of
the recognition system. In that case, is does matter
what the detailed mapping is. Consider the phone se-
quence in `a spouse' which might be recognized as `a
sauce', as shown in Table 1. In this case, the second
alignment is more likely to give the correct mapping,
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assuming that the recognition system mixes vowels
more frequently than vowels and plosives.

Table 1. Possible phone alignments when substitution and

deletion follow each other.

reference � s p aV s

alignment 1 � s =q hdeli s

alignment 2 � s hdeli =q s

For word recognition, phonological information
can be used in order to make the alignment better [5].

Phone classes

As is indicated above, one would expect that phones
that are of similar type will be confused more fre-
quently than with other types. Therefore, when the
alignment algorithm makes an arbitrary decision be-
tween two mappings that have the same cost, the al-
gorithm should choose the mapping which �ts simi-
lar phones to each other. In order to do so, we de-
�ne phone classes. Each class consists of phones that
have a high similarity. Examples of such classes are:
vowels, plosives, nasals, fricatives, etc. The align-
ment algorithm can now be generalized by de�ning a
cost value Cc for substitution within the same class,
such that Cc < Cs, the substitution between classes.
In speech recognition it is customary to work with
Ci = Cd = 3, Cs = 4, so we used a value Cc = 3.

Experiment

The Abbot speech recognition system was trained
on the `NRC' Dutch speech database, recorded at
TNO in 1994{1996. The database is similar to
the American-English `WSJ0' database, consisting of
read newspaper sentences and high quality record-
ing conditions. 48 Speakers were used for training,
and 20 speakers were used for obtaining the hypoth-
esis phone sequences. Abbot was utilized as a phone
recognition system by employing a simple �nite state
grammar decoder. The grammar consisted of a sin-
gle node, with parallel recurrent phone transitions.
The only linguistic information used in the grammar
was the unigram phone probability. The PER for the
given test set is 33.8%.

The phoneset we used consisted of 38 phones, de-
rived from the CELEX [6] phoneset for Dutch. For
the training and reference transcriptions, the CELEX
research pronunciation dictionary was used. The
phones were divided in phone classes according to
Table 2. The main classi�cation criteria were voic-
ing and manner of articulation.

Table 2. Classi�cation of the 38 phones in Dutch.

Class phones

diphthongs �u �i oey

vowels �q � � � * = T aq eq iq oq uq yq

liquids/nasals 8 l m n r/R

plosives b d � k p t

fricatives M ` � f s v X z

rest h j Y

Results

The alignment using phone classes gives exactly the
same total PER as the standard alignment procedure.
This indicates that the value Cc has not been chosen
too low, thereby `over-optimizing' the alignment by
sacri�cing extra insertions and deletions in order to
form phone class matches. When Cc < Ci, the total
PER increases by a few tenths of a percent.

A phone confusion matrix is 39� 39 numbers in
size. In order to give an impression of the numbers,
the matrix is shown in half-tones in Figure 1, for the
standard and new algorithms. In the right hand pic-
ture, rectangular areas can be found that are darker
than in the left hand picture. This depicts the fact
that `incorrect' cross-phone-class confusions can be
mapped within the same phone class.

In order to quantify the improvement of the
alignment, one can analyze the phone class confu-
sion matrix. This summarizes the numbers of within
and between class confusions. In Table 3 these num-
bers are given for the standard alignment and for the
alignment with phone classes.

Table 3a. Phone class confusion rate for the classes de-

scribed in Table 2. Horizontally hypothesis, vertically

reference phones. Deletions and Insertions are ignored.

Alignment is without classes.

diph. vowels liq./nas. plos. fric. rest

diph. 1520 397 46 11 20 7

vowels 212 29172 545 189 195 72

liq./nas. 70 1641 14183 299 229 130

plosives 12 362 361 15450 146 50

�catives 6 240 166 204 11278 63

rest 25 207 324 133 134 1433

Table 3b. As Table 3a, but with classes in alignment.

diph. vowels liq./nas. plos. fric. rest

diph. 1546 391 46 6 1 8

vowels 204 31082 252 40 31 33

liq./nas. 63 270 14632 229 176 136

plosives 6 124 226 15724 105 51

�catives 4 70 130 190 11641 63

rest 22 123 287 119 100 1445

Without the phone class alignment, 8.2% of the
substitutions appear in di�erent phone classes, while
after the new alignment, this fraction has been re-
duced to 4.4%, a decrease of 3.8%. In this way, dif-
ferent phone classi�cation schemes can be compared.
We found, e.g., that the reduction is slightly higher
than for a classi�cation based on the place of articu-
lation.

SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

The diagnostic method of assessing the acoustic mod-
elling depends indirectly on the quality of the dictio-
nary. A way to circumvent this dependence is to make



diph vowels liq/nas plos fricatives rest

diphthongs

vowels

liq/nas

plosives

fricatives

rest

diph vowels liq/nas plos fricatives rest

Figure 1. A half-tone depiction of the phone confusion matrix. Left the matrix found with normal alignment, right with

phone classes. Horizontally, the hypothesis phones are placed, vertically the reference phones. The rightmost column

represents deleted phones, the lowest row represents inserted phones.

a subjective assessment of the recognition. By using
the time information of a continuous recognizer's de-
coded word hypothesis, it is possible to play back the
fragment of speech that corresponds to a particular
hypothesis word. In the experiment, test subjects lis-
tened to speech fragments that were segmented by
a recognition system, and evaluated the validity of
the hypothesis word. Two parameters were studied:
(a) the length of the context around the segmented
word, and (b) the number of phones of which the word
consists.

Experimental setup

The Abbot speech recognition system, as described in
the previous section, was con�gured as a word spot-
ter. Again, the �nite state decoder was used, but it
was modi�ed in order to obtain a word spotter. In
addition to the phone transitions, one keyword tran-
sition was allowed. The operating point of the word
spotter was de�ned by reserving 50% of the transition
probability for the keyword. For all the distinct words
(6646) existing in the reference transcriptions of the
test material, a keyword spot run was performed on
the test data. The word spotter was evaluated by
comparing the time indices of the hypothesized key-
words with the time-aligned reference transcription.
The latter was obtained using forced alignment of the
test data.

From all of the word spot results, 100 words were
selected for the test panel. The number of hits and
false alarms were both at least four for the selected
words. Four categories of words were de�ned, with
2{3, 4{5, 6{7, and 8{9 phones per word. 25 Words
of each category were randomly selected for the ex-
periments. For each word, a `hit' and a `false alarm'

sample was randomly selected from the speech mate-
rial, resulting in a set of 200 speech stimuli.

The e�ect of context was studied by de�ning �ve
context conditions, of 0, 32, 64, 128 and 256ms length
around the keyword. The 200 speech stimuli in 5
context conditions resulted in 1000 utterances that
were distributed over �ve test subjects. Each subject
evaluated 200 utterances, which consisted of 100 false
alarms and 100 hits. The words were presented in �ve
blocks of 40 stimuli. Within each block the context
length was �xed. The order of the blocks was appar-
ently random, and distributed over the subjects ac-
cording to a Latin square design. The order in which
the utterances were presented within a block was ran-
domized.

For each utterance, two responses were requested
from the subjects. The �rst question was \what is the
word you heard?". The subjects were instructed to
enter only full Dutch words, words that were cut-o�
due to mis-segmentation or the context around the
stimulus could be ignored. If the response did not
contain the hypothesis keyword, a second response
was requested, questioning if it was possible that the
fragment was actually the keyword. In this way, both
open and closed response were tested. At any instant,
the playback of an utterance could be repeated, at the
request of the subject.

Experimental results

Results were analyzed in terms of 3 possible answers
per utterance. (1) An answer could correspond to
the hypothesis keyword, i.e., the response contained
the keyword that was spotted by the recognizer. We
denote this as `c' (correct). (2) The proposed keyword
could be accepted (`a'), or (3) rejected (`r'). The



utterance itself could be a hit `h' or a false alarm `f'.
Thus, the responses can be summarized in 6 answer
combinations.

Analysis of the results showed that the e�ects of
the context length was most pronounced. In Table 4,
the number of responses in each answer combination
is presented. What is striking is, that without con-
text, approximately half of all false alarm utterances
was either recognized correctly (`fc') or accepted after
suggestion (`fa'). When a longer context is given, the
number of false alarms that were recognized correctly
drops quickly. In Figure 2 the columns `fr' and `hr'
are plotted as a function of context length.

Table 4. The number of responses of all subjects, that �t

into the 6 answer combinations `fc' (false alarm, `correctly'

recognized by subject), `fa', etc. Per three columns, the

numbers adds up to 100, so these could be interpreted as

percentages.

context length fc fa fr hc ha hr

0 25 24 51 81 14 5

32ms 17 17 66 78 12 10

64ms 14 12 74 76 18 6

128ms 8 15 77 81 12 7

256ms 3 14 83 73 23 4

Figure 2. The dependence of the fraction of rejected false

alarms and rejected hits, as a function of context length.
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Table 5. Responses of the subjects, as a function of the

number of phones in the keyword, according to CELEX

dictionary. Within each group, there are 125 responses

for hits and false alarms.

No. phones fc fa fr hc ha hr

2{3 10 18 97 79 33 13

4{5 11 14 100 85 25 15

6{7 15 19 91 114 9 2

8{9 31 31 63 111 12 2

In earlier work [7] it has been shown, that the
false alarm rate depends strongly on the number of
phones in the keyword. Therefore, we would expect
some e�ect in the subjective assessment of spotted
words as well. In Table 5 the dependence of the sub-
jective assessment is given as a function of the number

of phones in the keyword. What is noticeable is the
high number of correct and accepted utterances for
hits of long words. Otherwise, no real trend is found.

CONCLUSIONS

A generalized alignment algorithm, using phone clas-
ses, can lead to a better phone alignment. A better
phone alignment is useful for producing a phone sub-
stitution matrix.

Subjective assessment of spotted keywords shows
that up to half of the false alarms found by a word
spotter is judged as correct by human listeners. This
indicates that the acoustic modelling of the word
spotter is better than one would expect from the word
spotting results alone, apparently linguistic ambigui-
ties play a major role in contextless speech fragments.
A large vocabulary recognition system will typically
model context better, but near Out Of Vocabulary
words, similar e�ects occur.
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